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     PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES 
                Meeting of October 24, 2013 

 
City Hall Council Chambers  290 North 100 West Logan, UT 84321  www.loganutah.org 

 

Minutes of the meeting for the Logan City Planning Commission convened in regular session 
Thursday, October 24, 2013.  Chairman Lee called the meeting to order at 5:30 p.m. 
 
Planning Commissioners Present:  David Adams, Amanda Davis, Angela Fonnesbeck, Konrad 
Lee, Russ Price, Garrett Smith, Steve Stokes     
 
Staff Present:  Mike DeSimone, Russ Holley, Amber Reeder, Kymber Housley, Debbie Zilles 
 
City Recorder, Teresa Harris, administered the oath of office to new Planning Commission member 
Garrett Smith. 
 
Minutes as written and recorded from the October 10, 2013 meeting were reviewed.  
Commissioner Davis moved that the minutes be approved as submitted. Commissioner Price 
seconded the motion.  The motion was unanimously approved.    
 
PUBLIC HEARING 
 
PC 13-045  Champlin 1000 N Retirement Community  (continued from August 22, 2013) 
Subdivision Permit.  Turner Design Engineering/Champlin Development, authorized agent/owner, 
request a 46-lot subdivision for a single-family residential development at the northwest corner of 
400 East and 1000 North in the in the Neighborhood Residential Outer Core (NROC) zone; TIN 05-
020-0020;0021;0022. 
 
STAFF:   Ms. Reeder advised that the Traffic Impact Study has been completed. There were no 
significant traffic impacts found no mitigation recommendations. 
 
At the August 22, 2013 meeting, the Commission continued the review of this project to October 
24, 2013.  There was discussion about the orientation of the homes adjacent to 400 East and the 
northern row of homes, specifically the orientation of the houses facing 400 East and the accesses 
being from the private alley streets.  The Commission had concerns with the northern row of 
homes facing north, which would be the side of the adjacent property and the back of the homes 
through the block.  The Land Development Code does allow for homes to face an alley.  House 
orientation is addressed in LDC §17.14.070.C.   
 
Staff recommended continuing the project to the next Commission meeting (November 14) as the 
applicants are actively seeking to address the issues.   
 
MOTION:  Commissioner Davis moved to continue PC 13-045 to the meeting of November 14, 
2013.  Commissioner Stokes seconded the motion. 
 
[Moved: Commissioner Davis   Seconded: Commissioner Stokes   Passed: 6-0] 
 Yea:  D. Adams, A. Davis, A. Fonnesbeck, R. Price, G. Smith, S. Stokes         Nay:        Abstain: 
 
 

http://www.loganutah.org/
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PC 13-062  Burger King EMD Sign  Design Review Permit.  YESCO/RJR Restaurants LLC, 
authorized agent/owner, requests to remove the existing non-conforming pole sign and replace it 
with a new electronic message display (EMD) monument sign. The requested monument EMD 
sign is proposed to be placed in the same location as the existing 20’ pole sign, which sits directly 
west of the restaurant between the Main Street sidewalk and the building. The requested 
monument EMD sign is 6’ tall and contains a total signage area of 20 SF. The EMD portion of the 
requested sign is 13 SF at 206 North Main in the Town Center (TC) zone; TIN 06-017-0007. 
 
STAFF:   Mr. Holley reviewed the Staff Report as written, recommending approval. 
 
PROPONENT:  None 
 
PUBLIC:  None 
 
COMMISSION: None 
 
MOTION:  Commissioner Fonnesbeck moved to conditionally approve PC 13-062 for a Design 
Review Permit with the conditions of approval as discussed and outlined below.  Commissioner 
Stokes seconded the motion. 
 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. All standard conditions of approval are recorded and available in the Community Development 

Department. 
2. The monument sign shall be no taller than 6’ in height.  
3. The EMD portion of the monument sign shall be 13 SF. 
4. The sign shall be placed outside the site distance triangle as defined in LDC §17.62. 
5. No off premise advertising shall occur on any portion of the sign. 
6. The proposed EMD sign transitions, frame effects, dwell time, and other operational 

characteristics shall comply with LDC §17.40.160. 
7. The following transitional effects are prohibited: flashing, blank white transitions, blinking, 

starbursts and any frame effect not listed as permitted in LDC §17.40.160.C. 
8. Each message/advertisement (spot) displayed on the EMD shall have a dwell time of a 

minimum of three (3) seconds.  
9. Brightness levels shall not exceed the illumination standards indicated in §17.40.160.C.6. 
10. This EMD sign and any other permanent commercial signage proposed on this property shall 

obtain a sign permit from the Department of Community Development prior to installation. 
Exact sign measurements, both existing and proposed, shall be reviewed and deemed 
compliant. The sign permit shall be issued as per LDC §17.40. 

11. Any proposed exterior lighting intended to illuminate signage on this property shall be down lit 
and have a concealed lighting source. 

 
FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL  
1. The project has been revised and amended by the conditions of project approval to address the 

issues and concerns raised within the public and administrative records. 
2. The project has been revised and amended by the conditions of project approval to conform to 

the requirements of Title 17 of the Logan Municipal Code, the City of Logan Public Works 
Standards and Specifications, and the requirements of various departments and agencies. 

3. The project is compatible with existing land uses and zoning regulations for Commercial zones. 
 
 [Moved: Commissioner Fonnesbeck   Seconded: Commissioner Stokes   Passed: 6-0] 
 Yea:  D. Adams, A. Davis, A. Fonnesbeck, R. Price, G. Smith, S. Stokes          Nay:        Abstain: 
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PC 13-063  LDC Amendment – 17.39 Landscaping Standards  Code Amendment.  This 
proposed text amendment to the Land Development Code amends the Landscaping Standards 
contained in Chapter 17.39.  This amendment is generally clean-up work.   
 
STAFF:   Mr. DeSimone reviewed the proposed changes. 
 
PUBLIC:  None 
 
COMMISSION: For consistency Commissioner Fonnesbeck suggested changing the term 
“decision-makers” to “decision-making body”.   
 
Commissioner Stokes expressed concern regarding landscaping requirements in commercial and 
industrial areas because there is a broad group of uses with significantly different applications and 
occupants.  In an office-type of environment, occupants want vegetation, whereas, landscaping is 
used to soften the impact in an industrial area because it is a destination application.  Retailers 
often have line-of-sight concerns.  Breaking long stretches of linear wall space is good for a 
warehouse but what is good for office space might not be good for a retail space. Mr. DeSimone 
noted that landscaping base standards are outlined in §17.19.050-A, however, specific designs are 
reviewed on a project-by-project basis.  Commissioner Stokes said he would prefer to see the 
landscaping design presented together with the plans for a project.  Mr. DeSimone indicated that 
the City’s perspective is to use landscaping to help break up hard surface areas.  Commissioner 
Stokes pointed out that the most successful shopping area is Fashion Place mall (highest sales per 
square feet), which has almost no landscaping.  Mr. DeSimone agreed that it is often difficult to find 
the perfect balance; if the Commission believes the standards are too rigid they can be adjusted.  
Commissioner Stokes agreed with the idea of discretion.  Mr. DeSimone said there is discretion to 
negotiate with a developer regarding specific aspects; however, these standards provide a base 
from which to work from. Mr. Holley advised that there is quite a bit of room for flexibility while still 
meeting the standard.  Commissioner Stokes applauded the City’s forward thinking (i.e. the vertical 
landscaping on Sportsman’s Warehouse).  Mr. DeSimone called attention to §17.39.130 on pg.  
39-10 which allows for some latitude to deal with projects that may have unique circumstances.  
 
Commissioner Davis asked about the wording in §17.39.050.F-4 ”The Director may reject plans 
which do not accurately depict the site landscaping.”  Mr. DeSimone said that plans are not 
typically rejected if they are prepared according to the standards.  He said “decision-making body” 
could replace “Director”.  Commissioner Davis thought this would be an appropriate change. 
 
Chairman Lee suggested changing the wording in §17.39.130A-2 from “physically impossible to 
achieve compliance” to “impracticable”.   
 
Commissioner Stokes expressed concern about security in parking areas, specifically lighting.  Mr. 
DeSimone pointed out that lighting is addressed in §17.37 and was recently revised. 
Commissioner Stokes noted that in addition to the desire for aesthetics, it is important to provide 
projects that are safe and functional.   
 
MOTION:  Commissioner Price moved to forward a recommendation for approval to the Municipal 
Council for an amendment to the Land Development Code (LDC) Section 17.39 as outlined in  
PC 13-063.  Commissioner Davis seconded the motion. 
 
FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL 
1. Utah state law authorizes local Planning Commissions to recommend ordinance changes to the 

legislative body (Municipal Council).   
2. The code amendment is in conformance with the requirements of Title 17.51 of the Logan 

Municipal Code. 
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3. The code amendment is generally administrative in nature; removing redundant language, 
clarifying intent and application, and streamlining the overall section.   

4. The provision of the Landscaping Standards is consistent with the overall goals and objectives 
of the Logan General Plan. 

5. No public comment has been received regarding the proposed amendment. 
 
 [Moved: Commissioner Price   Seconded: Commissioner Davis   Passed: 6-0] 
 Yea:  D. Adams, A. Davis, A. Fonnesbeck, R. Price, G. Smith, S. Stokes          Nay:        Abstain: 

 
PC 13-064  LDC Amendment – 17.23 Landfill Overlay Zone  Code Amendment.  Logan City 
requests to amend the Land Development Code §17.23 to create a Landfill Overlay Zone to 
regulate land uses adjacent to the existing landfill to protect public health, safety and welfare.     
 
STAFF:  Mr. DeSimone explained that the proposed amendment is relatively straight forward.  The 
purpose is to ensure certain uses, primarily residential, do not locate around the landfill in order to 
avoid future problems.  The overlay would extend a ¼ mile out from the landfill boundaries.  The 
proposed language relies on the underlying zoning districts to define the acceptable uses while 
including specific modifiers for additional permitted and prohibited uses.  The additional permitted 
uses are those that are currently not permitted, yet would be compatible with the landfill.   
 
Staff finds that the proposed amendments will enable future purchasers of land within ¼ mile of the 
landfill to be made aware of the restrictions placed on their land(s).  This amendment also includes 
certain uses such as agriculture which would be permitted adjacent to the landfill.  Staff suggests 
that the Commission forward a recommendation of approval to the Council for their consideration. 
 
PUBLIC:  None 
 
COMMISSION: Mr. Housley, the City Attorney, advised that the ¼ mile buffer zone is not 
mandated by law; however, it was established in 1997 as a best management practice to prevent 
any liability.  The idea is that the uses in this area should be limited to avoid any potential 
exposure. 
 
Commissioner Price asked about the lapse of the overlay into a zoned residential area.  Mr. 
DeSimone said that Staff will rectify the precise boundaries of the overlay and will reconcile the 
residential zoning once it is approved.   
 
Commissioner Fonnesbeck asked how many residents are within the proposed overlay zone. Mr. 
Housley advised that the majority of the area is owned by the City.  Commissioner Fonnesbeck 
expressed concern that the residents were not noticed individually.  (A Code Amendment requires 
a general legal notice rather than individual public noticing).  Mr. DeSimone said that the property 
owners can be noticed prior to the Municipal Council hearing. 
 
Commissioner Fonnesbeck questioned whether the list of permitted uses is too restrictive. Mr. 
DeSimone advised that the underlying zone would define the acceptable uses, which allows for 
some latitude. This amendment includes specific items for additional permitted and prohibited uses 
that are not currently listed.  Mr. Housley pointed out that this a protection within the zoning, 
however, a developer could request a zone/code change if a specific project or development is not 
allowed in this area.   
 
MOTION:  Commissioner Fonnesbeck moved to forward a recommendation for approval to the 
Municipal Council for an amendment to the Land Development Code (LDC) Section 17.32 as 
outlined in PC 13-064.  Commissioner Davis seconded the motion. 
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FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL 
1. Utah state law authorizes local Planning Commission to recommend ordinance changes to the 

legislative body (Municipal Council).   
2. The code amendment is in conformance with the requirements of Title 17.51 of the Logan 

Municipal Code. 
3. The code amendment establishes a new overlay zone specifically for Logan City’s landfill.  The 

overlay extends ¼ mile outward from the boundary of the landfill.    
4. The code amendment will enable current and future landowners to be made aware of the 

limitations or allowances placed on their lands above and beyond the base zoning.     
5. The provisions of this Landfill Overlay Zone alter the permitted or prohibited uses of the 

underlying base zone.   
6. The provision of a Landfill Overlay Zone is consistent with overall goals and objectives of the 

Logan General Plan as it seeks to ensure the public health, safety and welfare are protected.   
7. No public comment has been received regarding the proposed Landfill overlay zone. 
 
[Moved: Commissioner Fonnesbeck   Seconded: Commissioner Davis   Passed: 6-0] 
 Yea:  D. Adams, A. Davis, A. Fonnesbeck, R. Price, G. Smith, S. Stokes          Nay:        Abstain: 

 
PC 13-065  LDC Amendment – Zoning Map  Logan City requests to update the zoning map to 
replace Neighborhood Residential zones (Core, Outer Core, Westside, Eastside and Center 
Street) with NR-6 (traditional neighborhood residential), add NR-2 (low density neighborhood 
residential), NR-4 (suburban neighborhood residential), MR-9 (mixed residential transitional), MR-
30 (mixed residential high) and to replace the Mixed Residential Medium (MRM) with MR-12 
(mixed residential low) and MR-20 (mixed residential medium) and remove the RR (Rural Reserve) 
zone. 
 
STAFF:   Mr. DeSimone explained that this proposal has two components.  First, is to amend the 
Logan City Zoning Map to replace the Neighborhood Residential scheme (Core, Inner Core, 
Eastside, Westside, Center Street) with the new residential categories of NR-2, NR-4, & NR-6.  
Only the Traditional Neighborhood (NR-6) is actually being applied at this time as it replaces the 
current categories.  This action also adds the MR-9 and the MR-30 districts but does not actually 
apply them anywhere on the map at this time.  The existing MR-12 and MR-20 have been renamed 
but none of those boundaries have changed, nor has any density or zoning changed.  The action 
also eliminates the Rural Reserve (RR) district.  This mapping amendment follows the text 
amendment already reviewed and approved by the City where these changes were made.  This 
map amendment only changes names and does not rezone any specific parcels.   
 
Second, this map amendment recognizes the adjustments made between Logan City and North 
Logan along Main Street and zones all of the parcels coming from North Logan into Logan as 
Commercial (Ordinance 13-37 & Resolution 13-12).  This is consistent with the pattern of zoning 
around these parcels.   
 
The proposed map amendment is following the text changes made earlier by both the Planning 
Commission and the Municipal Council, and is making the mapping changes approved for the 
Logan/North Logan boundary realignment.  The only substantive mapping change is the renaming 
of the Neighborhood Residential zones to NR-6 and zoning of the new annexed parcels as 
Commercial.  There are no other mapping changes at this time.   
 
PUBLIC:  Jack Peterson has lived in Logan his entire life.  He said zoning used to be simple but 
has changed numerous times over the past few years and it has become quite difficult to keep up 
with.  Neighborhoods are unique and his desire is for the Commission to come up with the 
appropriate nomenclature.  He suggested going back to “R#” zoning designations.  
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Tony Nielson agreed with Mr. Peterson that zoning becomes difficult to understand with so many 
zones and zone changes.  He also voiced his concern and frustration that PC 12-012 (Gravel Pit 
Rezone at 1200 East 1400 North) has not been resolved.   
 
Mr. DeSimone clarified for Jan Nyman that (RR) is Rural Reserve which is proposed to be 
eliminated with this amendment. 
 
COMMISSION: Commissioner Davis asked about a timeline for reviewing each neighborhood.  Mr. 
DeSimone said there is no definitive time set; however, there will be an upcoming amendment 
proposing a new Community Commercial zone.  
 
Commissioner Price asked for clarification regarding the property being annexed from North 
Logan.   
 
Chairman Lee asked if there were any plans to annex to the west.  Mr. DeSimone explained 
generally the City relies on property owners to request annexation.  There is an annexation plan, 
established about six years ago, which will be reviewed and updated in the coming years.   
 
Mr. DeSimone pointed out that the idea behind this amendment is to simplify the zoning. The NR-2 
and NR-4 zones were created in response to a request for lower density zones within the City.  
The overall number of zone categories has been reduced.  Zoning, by its very nature, is complex; 
however, the City has to have the ability to manage land use appropriately.  
 
Mr. DeSimone (in response to Mr. Nielson’s concern) advised that PC 12-012 has been delayed at 
the Municipal Council level.  A committee was formed to try and find a workable compromise.  The 
resulting suggestion was to zone the “front” eight parcels Mixed Residential High (MRH) and the 
“back” twelve parcels Neighborhood Residential (NR).  The owner has received offers of purchase 
and is currently working with perspective buyers.  Mr. DeSimone noted that this project is not 
languishing; it will be back on the December 12 Planning Commission meeting for resolution and 
residents will be noticed. 
 
MOTION:  Commissioner Adams moved to forward a recommendation for approval to the 
Municipal Council for their consideration for the proposed map amendments as outlined in PC 13-
065 which will clarify the implementation of the Land Development Code and follow text changes 
and boundary adjustments already approved by the Council.  Commissioner Stokes seconded the 
motion. 
 
FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL 
1. Utah state law authorizes local Planning Commission to recommend ordinance changes to the 

legislative body (Municipal Council).   
2. The map amendment is in conformance with the requirements of Title 17.51 of the Logan 

Municipal Code. 
3. The map amendment establishes the new zoning districts on the map that have already been 

adopted by the City Council under Ordinance 13-70.  Only names have been changed and no 
actual property rezoning is occurring with this action.  

4. The map amendment zones new parcels coming into Logan from North Logan as Commercial 
and as authorized by the City Council under Resolution 13-12 and Ordinance 13.37.      

4. This action is consistent with the overall goals and objectives of the Logan General Plan as it 
seeks to protect public health, safety and welfare.   

5. No public comment has been received regarding this action. 
 
 [Moved: Commissioner Adams   Seconded: Commissioner Stokes   Passed: 6-0] 
 Yea:  D. Adams, A. Davis, A. Fonnesbeck, R. Price, G. Smith, S. Stokes          Nay:        Abstain: 
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WORKSHOP ITEM(S) for November 14, 2013 meeting  
 PC 13-066  LDC Amendment – 17.24, 17.25, 17.26, 17.29 
 PC 13-067  LDC Amendment – 17.35 Open Space Standards 
 PC 13-068  LDC Amendment – 17.16, 17.17, 17.18 
 PC 13-069  LDC Amendment – 17.20, 17.21, 17.22 

 
Meeting adjourned at 6:35 p.m. 
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Minutes approved as written and digitally recorded for the Logan City Planning Commission 
meeting of October 24, 2013. 
 
 
 
 
___________________________________  ___________________________________ 
Michael A. DeSimone     Konrad Lee 
Community Development Director   Planning Commission Chairman 
 
 
 
 
___________________________________  ___________________________________ 
Russ Holley      Amber Reeder  
Senior Planner      Planner II  
 
 
 
 
___________________________________    
Debbie Zilles        
Administrative Assistant         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


